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With (X,, .I’,) in a stable domain of attraction and (Y,, Y,) independent of 
(X,, X,), conditions are given for which (X, Y,, X, Y2) is in the same domain and 
for which the same norming constants are applicable. For the case with no normal 
component, an alternative criterion for stable attraction facilitates the proof. 
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Suppose that we have (X,, X,) - F and (Y,, Y,) - G which are indepen- 
dent. Let H be the distribution of (X, Y,, X, Y2). We shall use Fi, Gi, Hi, 
i = 1,2 to denote the marginal distributions. Here we wish to discuss 
domains of attraction for bivariate distributions and give conditions on F 
and G for which His in a bivariate domain of attraction. (See Cline [3] for 
a general discussion of the univariate problem.) 
One circumstance which prompts this question is the multiple regression 
model with random predictors. The least squares estimators for such a 
model involve sums of cross products of predictors with errors. If either 
errors or predictors have infinite variance, these sums may converge weakly 
(when normalized) to a multivariate stable law with non-normal com- 
ponents. 
Another is the use of sample variances in a weighted least squares 
analysis when the samples are fixed, but small size. With normal data, the 
sample variances are independent of the errors and in stable domains of 
attraction [2]. 
The bivariate distribution F is in a bivariate domain of attraction if for a 
sequence { (Xln, X,,)} of inde pendent pairs of random variables, dis- 
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tributed by F, there exists sequences (a,, !I,), i= 1,2, such that the 
normalized partial sums 
converge jointly to some bivariate distribution (i.e., a stable law) which has 
nondegenerate marginal distributions. Clearly, the marginals are each 
univariate stable. We shall write FeD(a,, GIN) to indicate that F is in the 
domain of attraction of a bivariate stable whose marginals are stable (al) 
and stable (a2). The condition FE D(al, aq) is equivalent to one of the 
following, depending on the values of a, and a2 (cf. [IO, 71). Let 
(X,, X21-F. 
(i) a, <2, a2 <2. FeD(a,, a2) if and only if Fi ED(ai) and 
lim n~C(~,h,, X2Ia2n)EAI = v(A) (1) 
n-rm 
for some sequence {a,,, a*,,) and every Bore1 set A E lR2 - (0) such that the 
boundary of A has zero v-measure. The limiting measure v is called the 
Levy measure of the limiting stable distribution. (Expression (1) is also the 
condition for the weak convergence of normalized maxima to a max-stable 
law, cf. [6].) 
(ii) a1 < a2 = 2. FED(cI,, 2) if and only if F, ED and F2 ED(~). 
The limiting distribution is the joint distribution of independent stable (a,) 
and normal random variables. 
(iii) a1 = a2 = 2. Set fi =X, -IX,. F~0(2,2) if and only if each 
marginal F, and F, is in D(2) and for the corresponding sequences (ain>, 
i= 1,2, 
(2) 
for any U, > 0, u2 > 0. In this case c,~ is the asymptotic covariance and the 
asymptotic variances are 
cii = lim nECE ~IP,I.,I 
n-03 4 
To facilitate our use of condition (i) we give the following further charac- 
terization. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose Fi E D(E~), aj < 2, and define for x E R 
U,(x) = w(x) 
PClX, I ’ I4 I’ 
i= 1, 2. 
Then FE D(a,, az) if and only iffor every c,, c2, 
lim nP[max(c, U,(X,), c2 U,(X,)) > n] = n(c,, c2) 
n-m 
for some (necessarily continuous) function K In this case the convergence is 
locally uniform and 
dc,, 4 = v{(x,, x2): max(c,[x,l”l, c~[-O*) > 11, 
where [xly = sgn(x) lxlYfor any y > 0. 
Proof We detail an argument for a similar lemma outlined by Resnick 
and Greenwood [lo]. Assume first that FE D(a,, a*). Then there exist 
sequences { ai,,} such that (1) is true. In fact since each marginal F, is in 
D(al), we can choose a, to satisfy 
lim nP[ IXi/ai, ( > l] = 1. 
n-m 
By the regular variation property of the tails of F,, 
lim nP[ 1X,/a, I > x] = xpa’, x > 0. 
n-m 
This implies, for 0 <E < f, 
lim nP[ 1 -E < IciXi/a, 1 < 1 + E] 
“+CC 
= Icilb’ [(l -~)-~‘--(l +E))~‘] 64401, Icila’6. 
Equation (4) tells us two things. First, 
lim nP[l -s<max(c,X,/a,,, c,XJa,,)< 1 +s] 
n-co 




+ lim nP[l -E < IcZXZ/azn I < 1 + E] 
n-m 
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and therefore 
lim nP[max(c,X,/a,,, c,X,/a,,) = l] = 0. 
n-a, 
Letting A(c,, c2)= ((x1,x*): max(c,x,, cZxZ)> l}, we now apply (1) to 
obtain 
lim nP[max(c,X,/a,,, c,X,/a,,)> l] = v(A(c,, c,)), 
n-rcc 
(5) 
since the boundary of A(c,, c2) has zero v-measure. 
Second, (4) tells us that the limit in (5), v(A(c,, c,)), is a continuous 
function in c1 and c2. Because both the sequence and the limit are 
monotone functions for Ici( as well, then the convergence is locally 
uniform. 
The definition of Ui and (3) give 
lim Ui(U,x)/n = [Xl”‘= sgn(x) IXIix’. (6) 
n-cc 
Taking inverses (valid by de Haan [S, p. 221 and the antisymmetry of Vi) 
Iirn Uybx) - = [x] l/r,* 
n-rcc a, 
(7) 
Using (7), the uniform convergence in (5) and the monotonicity of Ui we 
obtain 
lim nP[max(c, V,(X,), c2 V,(X,)) > n] 
n-m 
= lim nP[max( [cl]““’ XL/uln, [c~]“~~ X,/a,,) > l] 
n-00 
= v(A([c,]““‘, [cJ’@*)) 
=~({(~,,~,~:max(c,Cx,la~,c~Cx,l”*)~ 11). 
Furthermore, the convergence is locally uniform and the limit is con- 
tinuous. This proves the first half of the lemma. 
Now suppose F, E D(q), ai < 2, and 
lim Wmax(cl u,(X,), c2u2W2)) > nl = n(cl, cz), “-02 (8) 
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for some function rt and ci # 0, i = 1, 2. This yields immediately that 
rc(cr k, c,k) = kz(c,, c2) for any k > 0, and hence that 1~ is continuous. Since 
all the functions are monotone in IciJ, then we have that the convergence in 
(8) is locally uniform. Again (6) holds because each marginal F, is in D(ai), 
so that by the uniform convergence 
lim nP[max(c,X,/a,,, c,X,/a,,) > l] 
n-r 
= lim nPCmax(u,(x,)/U,(a,,/c,), ~2(~2Y~2(~2,1c2W 11 n - cx 
= lim nP[max([c,]“’ U,(X,)/n, [c,]“~ U,(X,)/n) > l] 
n-tw 
= 4cc,l*‘? Cc,l**). (9) 
For A(c,, c,)= {(xr,xJ: max(c,x,, cZx2)> l}, define v(A(c,, c,))= 
E( [c,]“‘, [c,]“~). Since the class of sets A(c,, cZ), ci #O, form a IT-class 
generating the Bore1 sets in Rz - {0}, the usual class arguments show that 
v can be extended to be a measure on R2 - (0) and that 
lim nPCWlla,,, x,l%“)EAl=v(A) n + z 
for A such that the boundary of A has zero v-measure. Hence, 
J-Em&, a2). I 
Conditions (i)-(iii), can easily be extended to more variables in the 
obvious manner. If the limiting distribution has normal and nonnormal 
components, then it factors accordingly. (This was proved by Sharpe 
c111.1 
The next theorem gives conditions for the product distribution H to be 
in a domain of attraction. It generalizes Breiman [ 1, Proposition 33 and 
Maller [S, Theorem l] to the multivariate case. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (X, , X2) - F where F is in a bivuriute domain of 
attraction (FE D(a,, a*)) and suppose (X,, X2) is independent of (Y,, Y,). 
Assume Yi is not degenerate at 0 and E 1 Yi 1 Bi < co for some pi > C(~ (or pi = 2 
ifczi = 2). Let H be the distribution of (X, Y,, X, Y,). Then HED(c~~, CI~). 
Proof: We consider the cases (i)-(iii) outlined above. 
(i) CI~ < 2, CI~ < 2. Let Hi be the marginal distribution of Xi Yi. 
Defining U, and UZ as in Lemma 1, we have 
lim nP[max(c, U,(X,), cl U,(X,)) > n] = z(c,, c2) 
n-m 
(10) 
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for some continuous function rr. This holds locally uniformly. Define also 
V,(x) = w(x) 
PCI~;Y,I > Ml’ 
We need to show 
lim nPCmax(c, V,(X, Y,), c2 VAX2 Y,)) > nl = AC,, c2) 
n-on 
for some function p. 
First, we fix yi, not both zero. Since Fi E D(cr,) then each Ui is regularly 
varying on (0, co). The sequences a, = U;(n) are acceptable nor- 
malizations. By Proposition 3 of Breiman [l] (or see [3]), we also have 
that Vi is regularly varying and 
lim U,(n) - = E 1 Y; (=I, 
n-cc V,(n) 
(11) 
(This is essentially the argument that shows each Hi ~D(cr~). Thus the 
result holds for cr = 0 or c2 = 0). 
Taking inverses [S, p. 223 
The inverse V,? is regularly varying with exponent ~/CC, on (0, co) (again, cf. 
[ 51) and is antisymmetric about 0, so that for ci # 0 
n’:\ Vi’(n/c,) 
C(n) = EC;] l/or,. 
Define mi = yi[ci]“‘(E 1 YiIaz)-‘/at. Then 
By virtue of (12) and the fact that (10) holds locally uniformly, 
lim nP[Imax(c, VIM, Y,), c2 V2W2 YA) > nl n-cc 
= lim nPCmax(y,X,lVr(nlc,), y2x21V;W2))> 11 n-cc 
= lim nP[max(m,X,/U;(n), m,X,/U,‘(n)) > 11. 
n-C-2 
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Relying on (9) from Lemma 1 and the normalizations U;(n), 
(13) 
Of course, the limit is zero for y, = y, = 0. 
Define P*(n)=P[max(V,(IX, I), V,(IX,I))>n] and rr* by 
~*(c,,c2)=~(c,,c2)+7t(-c,,c*)+~(c~, -cc,)+n(-Cl, -c2). 
BY (13) 
lim nP*(n) = 7t*( l/E I Y, Ial, l/E I Y, la*), 
n+m 
which says that P* is regularly varying with exponent - 1. Since it is also 
monotone we make use of the following argument. That is, choose E > 0. 
Then there exists K, such that for all y > 0, it large enough, 
P*(n/y)<K, max(1, lyJ’+E) P*(n). (14) 
We will actually choose E so that yi = pi/( 1 + E) > cli, where the pj are given 
in the theorem statement. Similarly, Vi is regularly varying with exponent 
ai and, since yi > a,, there exists K, 2 1 such that for any y > 0, x > 1, fixed 
Ci, 
ICil Vi(Xy) G K2 max( 1, y”) I’,(X). 
If x < 1, then Jci( V,(xy) < K2 max( 1, yy’) Vi(l), since Vi is monotone. 
Therefore using these inequalities and (14), 
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for n large enough. Remembering that yi = pi/(1 + E) and that nP*(n) 
converges, 
nfTmax(cl h(& yl), c2 v2V2 ~~1) > 4 
6K3 max(L IY, IsI Iv219 7 
for some K, and all n large enough. 
By dominated convergence and (13) therefore, 
AC,, c2) = lim Wmax(c, V,(X, Y, ), c2 V2(X2 Y,)) > n] 
n-a; 
And this proves HED(c(,, m2). 
(ii) ~1, < g2 = 2. This case is the easiest to prove since marginal 
convergence is sufficient. Proposition II of Cline [3] yields that Hi, the 
distribution of X, Y,, is in D(a,) and Theorem 1 of Maller [8] tells us that 
H, E D(2). Therefore HE D(a, ,2). 
(iii) a, = ~1~ = 2. We assume EXi = EY, =O, without loss of 
generality. For each i, since EY;Z c co, Theorem 1 of Maller [S] shows Xi Yi 
has distribution in the domain of attraction of the normal distribution. In 
fact, we can say more. Let pi(t) = E[g 1 ,X,, 6 ,]. Since pi is slowly varying 
and is monotone, then we choose K such that for any t 2 1, u > 0, E fixed in 
(0, l), 
Therefore, letting Gi be 
pi(tu) 6 K max( 1, u”) pi(t). 
the marginal distribution of Yi, 
(15) 
E[(XiYi)2 1 IX,Y,I <tI =[ym V2~i(f/‘lVl) G,(b) 
<K 5 co y2 max(L IYI -“I Gi(dY) Pi(t) --oo 
d KE[max( 1, c)] pi(t). 
It follows by dominated convergence that 
lirn EC(J’iYi)2 ll,,,<tl 
E[Xf llx,,<,] = t-m s 
a 
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Let q(t) = inf{a: tp(a) < a:]. Then (16) implies 
iim [41tXi yi)2 l (X,Y,l <a,(r)1 = Ep I. I--tnc a:(t) 
This shows that the marginal convergence holds with a, = a,(n). To show 
that joint convergence holds, we must consider the truncated covariances. 
First, define 
44 s)= ECX,X2 1 ,x,, <, 1 ,x2, <.A. 
By assumption, 
Iirn t4a,(th, az(tYu2) = 
Cl23 for any 24, > 0, u2 > 0. , + cc al(t) az(t) 
Since (A(t,, t2))2<pl(tl)p2(t2), then by (15) 
(4t1ilv1 I? tzilvzl))’ 
and therefore, since E < 1, 
IY, Y24al(t)lY,, a,(t)/Y,)l 
<Kmax(l, ly,l)max(l, IA)aI(t)dt)/t. 
By dominated convergence, 
Iirn tECW1 YlKf2 Y2) l,X,Y,,<a,(t) 1,x2Y2,~~z(t~1 
I--r00 a,(t) az(t) 
= lim 5 
y, y2 tJ(a,(tYlYl I? az(tMv21) G(dy dy ) 
13 2 
r-m & a,(t) a,(t) 
ZZ 
i 
Iirn y1 y2 t4a,(t)/lv1 I> %(t)llY*l) G(dy dy ) 
17 2 
@f-m al(t) a,(t) 
= c,,EC y, y21. 
This proves HE 0(2,2). 1 
We continue our discussion by more precisely describing the limiting 
distribution for the sums of products. For each of the three cases, suppose 
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(Xl,,, XZn), ( Y1,, Y,,) are independent copies of the variables described in 
Theorem 1. Let a, and b, be chosen so that 
where Z,, Z, are jointly stable (a,, a*). Let 
Define 
b:, = 
0 if ai<1 
EY;b, if aj31. 
From Theorem 1, 
Ptnr %I) -A (Z 9 m, 
where (Z;, Z;) is stable (a,, al). That a, are appropriate normalizations 
can be derived from (11) or (16). We may assume without loss of generality 
that E 1 Y,l”‘= 1 and (because the normalizations did not change) that 
EY, =0 when ai 3 1. 
Cases (ii) and (iii) are easiest and we consider them first. 
(iii) a, = a2 = 2. The limiting distribution is Gaussian with variances 
cii var( Yi) and covariance cIz cov( Y,, Y,). (The cij are as in Theorem 1.) 
(ii) a1 < a2 = 2. Since Z; and Z; are independent, we need only 
describe their marginal distributions. Z; is normal with variance 
cz2 var( Y2). Z;, of course, is stable (al). For a discussion of its Levy 
measure, see the remarks about the marginais in (i) below. 
(i) a1 < 2, a2 < 2. Let rc and p be defined as in Theorem 1. From 
Theorem 1 (and since E 1 Yi 1 5(1 = 1 ), 
&I, d=EC4z,CY,l”‘, z,CY21”*)1. (17) 
Note that the marginals are characterized by 
q(z) = { 
e, 01, i= 1, 
40, z), i= 2. 
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Then for some “tail coefficients” pi and qi, rci(z) = g,(z) 1~1, where 
if z > 0, 
if z =O, 
if z < 0. 
(If a, = U;( l/n), then pi + qi = 1.) 
Define pi similarly. Then by (17) 
where 
ECIYiI"f(~;lY,>O+~ilY,<Ofl, z > 0, 
z = 0, 
ECIYiI"'(PilY,-cO +4i1 Y,>O)l, z <o. 
The tails of the Levy measure for Z: would then be given by hi(z) IzI -‘I. 
We will describe the joint Levy measure with enough generality so that 
the extension to three or more variables is readily apparent. Thinking of rc 
as a measure, n(z) is the measure of the rectangle defined by the axes and 
with vertices at 0 and z. Let (Iz(I be any norm and let 8 = {z: llzll = l}. We 
will use v to denote the Levy measure for (Z,, Z,) and v’ for (Z’,, Z;). 
Define also 
Recalling that rc(kz)=krr(z), it follows that there exists a measure u on 
8 such that for B contained in 8, 
vor,~((r, m)xB)=n([O,r-‘)xB)=r-‘o(B). 
More generally, v 0 v(rA) = r-h 0 q(A). Resnick and Greenwood [lo] give 
a similar decomposition using the ordinary Euclidean norm. Note that 
(from Theorem 1) 
a(B) = lim nP[q(X) E nB]. (18) 
n-m 
Similarly, there exists a measure r on 8 with 
v’~q((r,co)xB)=p([O,r~‘)xB)=r-‘z(B). 
Now let w  .8 = (w,0,), represent the vector of componentwise products. 
Then (17) shows that 
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EXAMPLE 1. If X, and X, are “tail independent” (i.e., 
lim nPCIX, I > a,,, IX, I > hl = O), “--rCC 
then 
Hz,, 6) = g,(z,) IZI I + g*(z,) Iz2 19 
where gi are given above. 
This shows that v is concentrated on the zi - and zz-axes. That is, Z, and 
Z, are independent. From (17) (with hi as above), 
P(Z,T 4 = h(z,) Iz1 I + Mz*) Iz2 I* 
This form for p shows that Z; and Z; are also independent. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose there exists a random variable W such that 
[ Y,la* = W almost surely. Then 
Ikw *w = I WI IIVI 
and 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose [X, ] ‘I = [X,1** almost surely. Then v will be 
concentrated on the curve [z,]“’ = [zJa2. The measure a will have mass at 
two points, $ = (fi, fi) and -4. H owever, the only way that 7 can be 
massed at only two points would be for (Y,, Y,) to be degenerate. In fact, 
if G is absolutely continuous, then so is 7. 
In order for the distribution of (Z;, Z;) to be singular (and stable), a 
linear relationship must exist between the two random variables. This 
occurs if and only if v’ is concentrated on a line passing through the origin 
and thus only if a, = a2 and (Y,, Y,) is degenerate. 
Theorem 1 provides a set of conditions for which H is in a bivariate 
domain of attraction. As it turns out, H is in the same domain as F and the 
same norming constants may be used. This is possible because substantial 
moment conditions are imposed on G. 
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This means, however, that (when a, < 2, CQ < 2) if G is in a domain of 
attraction, say GED(~,, yZ), then yi > cli is required by Theorem 1. This 
excludes the possibility that yi = tli or even yi < cli for some i. On the other 
hand, Cline [3] has shown that F, E D(or,) and G1 E D(y, = ccl) does not 
imply H, is in a domain of attraction. Indeed, even when H, ED(cI~), a 
variety of tail behaviors (both for normalizations and for balancing 
parameters) are possible [3]. The implication for bivariate distributions is 
clear. This is an area for further study. 
We will deal, however, with one special case. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (X,, J-,)-F’ED(u,, u2) and (Yl, Y*)- 
GED(/I~, flz) with (A’,, X,) independent of (Y,, Y,). Assume fl, >a1 but 
/I2 < cx2 (or pi = 2 ifai = 2). Then HE D(cr,, j??). Furthermore, when ~1, < 2 
or b2 < 2, the limiting law is that of independent stable random variables. 
Proof. As above, case (ii) (GIN </I2 = 2 or /I1 <c~i = 2) is trivial. Case 
(iii) (al = b2 = 2) is identical to that in Theorem 1. We concentrate 
therefore on case (i) (a1 < 2, pZ < 2). 
Choose a,, and c, to satisfy 
lim nP[X,j>a,]= lim nP[lY,I>c,]=l. 
II + %3 n - co (19) 
Marginal convergence of 
“J=I 
+ ,i (JGjGj -&I 
nJ=l 
surely holds with these choices of norming constants and for some 
appropriate centering constants. Since we claim the joint limit is one of 
independence, it sullices to show 
lim nP[IX, Y, 1 >a, and IX, Y,l > c,] =O. 
n-+xz 
(20) 
From (19), it is clear that for fixed y, and x2, 





Using the same technique to dominate the above function of (y, , x2) as we 
used in Theorem 1, we may eventually use dominated convergence and 
(20) follows. 1 
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